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Job role 

We are looking for a strategic leader of their technology teams who will drive our evolution in 
becoming a fully digital regulator. 
 
Key outcomes would include: 
 

› development of our operational processes to secure improved efficiency and effectiveness 

through the exploitation of technology and the harnessing of data analytics 

› conversion of key data submissions into digital processes that are effective in reducing 

required effort and increasing the quality of data for both us and for our regulated entities 

› increasing ownership and agency of technology and data, both within the organisation and 

for our key stakeholders though active engagement, collaboration and successful delivery of 

key initiatives 

 Position type  

› Permanent Contract 

› Reporting to Chief Operating Officer 

› 37 hours per week

Division 

Operations

Your role and responsibilities 

› To evolve and drive forward our technology strategy in line with our strategic aims, a key 
component being to harness technology and influence the digitalisation of Financial 
Services. 

› To convert strategy into action by designing and leading work streams which secure 
increased efficiency and effectiveness across the organisation and within our interactions 
with key stakeholders. 
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To apply for any vacancies at the JFSC, submit an application form along with your CV to careers@jerseyfsc.org 
 
 

› Leadership of the technology teams comprised of both in-house resources and outsourced 
partners, with specific responsibilities for: Cyber security, Infrastructure, Applications and 
Data. 

 

For this role you will need

› demonstrable experience of leading technology teams and delivering large scale 
programmes of transformation 

› proven track record of converting strategy into action 
› experience in deploying a broad range of tools to motivate and engage colleagues and key 

stakeholders 
› excellent interpersonal and communication skills; adept at securing cross-divisional 

collaboration and fostering ownership of technology and data 
› excellent negotiating skills and exceptional commercial skills with strong governance 

experience 
› demonstrable experience in having previously identified and led cross working party 

initiatives through discovery, selection, implementation, and continuous review to assure 
customer satisfaction 

› ability to present to an external audience, both business and technical; with a track record 
of presenting at board level 

› good problem determination and analysis skills, lateral and highly creative thinking 
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